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“Think of the Queen Mary  the whole ship goes by and then comes the rudder. There's a tiny thing at the edge of the rudder called a trim tab.

Small corrections here will move the whole rudder and steer the entire ship”.

—Buckminster Fuller

We hope this newsletter acts like a trim tab and helps steer us toward our goals.

Beatrix Clegg 3Oct COS
Lori Rhen 5Oct COS
Michael Gatson 13Oct COS
Curtis Malfeld 14Oct COS
Andrew Drago 15Nov DEN
Jason Rognsvoog 9Dec ALB
Karol Whitlow 27Dec COS
Burt Preston 1Jan DEN
Michael Nelson 3Jan COS
John Todd 21Jan UTAH
Chris Sapp 28Jan DEN
Allen Winston 31Jan ALB



Every interaction with Steve left me better off

Steve joined us July 21 of 2008 and passed away suddenly

December 12. Below are some thoughts and stories about him

from others in the MIT family.

"keep smiling;
makes 'em wonder what

you're up to."

Steve use to have an “easy button” from Staples

mounted in his service truck. Whenever he finished a

call he would jump back into his truck and hit the

button and hear it say “THAT WAS EASY” He use to

say that always made him smile. Well a few years ago

his easy button stopped working so he went to

Staples to get a replacement and was told that they

no longer had them available. He actually talked the

cashier into giving him the one mounted to her check

out stand so once again his service truck was well

equipped with his easy button.

Gone but not forgotten

Steve was a great hardworking guy to work with. A great person with the customers. He will be

sadly missed by MIT and MIT’s customers.

From his obituary: Steven will forever be

remembered for his neverending lust for life and

his deep love for family and friends. His

gregarious nature, infinite wit, and compassionate

soul readily turned strangers into friends and were

the very essence of Steven.



Steve was my friend and was truly one of my favorite people. He worked for MIT for four years

and over the last 23, we worked very close together. He was the person that I saw almost every

day and he always had a smile for me. He showed me respect both in work matters as well as

life. He was genuinely interested in what my kids were doing in school and in their

extracurricular activities. He would remember an event of theirs, even if we hadn’t spoken of it in

awhile. We leaned on each other when work got stressful, but also when life was challenging.

We shared the ups and downs of family with each other and although he was 20 years older

than me, we had a lot in common. First and foremost, our fierce love for our spouses, coupled

with the inevitable frustration with them at times. We shared political views in almost every area

as well as a love for the canines in our lives. We both placed the Beatles in the highest ranking

possible, and would quiz each other on Beatles trivia. In fact, just four days before he passed,

he walked into the office and said “32 years ago...” and I replied “…we lost John (Lennon).” It

wasn’t just the Beatles either; we shared a general love of classic rock. He remembered when it

was first released, while I grew up with it and never stopped listening. Yet he never made me

feel like I couldn’t appreciate it because of my age. One of Steve’s favorite Beatles songs (as

well as mine) was “In My Life” and one of his favorite sayings was “keep smiling; it makes ‘em

wonder what you’re up to.” I will miss him terribly, but will hold him in my heart for the rest of my

life.

I want to remember Steve for the Man he was/is in my eyes. I originally had interviewed and

hired Steve. I could tell right off that Steve cared, he was a can do person who cared about

doing his best. He loved people, his family, his job, his ability to be thorough and honest. He

Loved music, we often talked about bands and songs we both liked. He loved golf even though

he said he didn’t take it too serious. We had talked about playing sometime. I’m sad to say we

never got the chance. Steve was a great member of our Denver service team but more

importantly I have considered him a friend, a true friend.

Ever since Steve started working at MIT his get along with everyone attitude and positive outlook

on life was very evident. His back round in photography always gave us something to talk about.

I did get to see a lot of photos from his collection. He was very close to his family and he was

always going back home to Boston to visit. Steve really cared about his job a lot. When things

weren’t going right you could really tell. I remember telling him don’t take it so personally and

don’t sweat the small things. I also know in the last couple of years he was getting things done

around his house, new concrete, new paint on the house, he just refinished his deck. Steve told

me he would get in his hot tub almost every night and relax and have a beer or two. I think it was

only 1 month ago he finally picked up a flat panel tv and was getting all of his extra sound and

entertainment equipment situated. Every morning seeing Steve at the office was very refreshing

because of his positive outlook. Steve and Tiffany were very very close. They could talk about

anything. I think they even got together at a concert (Beatles tribute). Steve was a big Beatles

fan I believe. I am really going to miss him.

Steve was a great guy who loved to talk about golf. He loved golf humor and constantly spoke

of his game and how to improve it. I never played with him, but I can only imagine it would have

been a delightful day. I will miss him!



Steve was a very patriotic person. His time in

the Air Force meant a lot to him and he said

many times that he regretted not staying in

longer. His birthday was September 10 and his

wife's is September 11, and the 9/11 tragedy

only deepened his patriotism.

From Trim Tab Edition 10. Steve is on the right

in this period photo of his rock band.

Steve, his wife Paula and their dog Shakra

with Dinger the Rockies Mascot



"to the Batmobile!"
<One of Steve's trademark sayings>

See ya later, Lightbender

In lieu of flowers donations can be made to: Wild Animal Sanctuary, Keenesburg, CO and The

Denver Post Season to Share Foundation.



This past October David Banister directed the installation of two donated used Xray

systems and other medical diagnostic equipment in Uganda. These Xray systems

originated in Colorado and David oversaw their care and shipment. These systems

were installed at Mountains of the Moon University in and a remote village hospital.

Please see the attached narrative of this amazing story of perseverance and

success for more detail.



Colorado Spine NM Cancer

These smiles tell us that we did a

good job here!

Premier Ortho Film Digitizer





Farmington Room Move and Install notes per Allen Winston.

Monday October 22: Drive up to Farmington in afternoon

Tuesday October 23: Spend day to deinstall the xray room

Wednesday October 24: Reinstall the room into new space

Thursday October 25: Finalize room, Calibration, verify xray, and leave by 12noon.

We were led by Greg Kenney.

Preinstall visit by Steve and Allen went very well! We were able to meet with electrician and go

over room prepplans after speaking with Mike G. about plans we were able to have several

items on the list changed and corrected. We found that the Electrician was NOT given the room

prep plans, so we email it to him while were ware at the site.

Start day was Tuesday to deinstall the old room. We started first thing Tuesday Morning and

were finished by noon. This was tremendous to be able to surgically deinstall the old room

because it gave Steve and I the chance to see where/how the connections were made and most

importantly why.

The reinstall went amazingly smooth. The corrections found on the site inspection were made,

the floor was finished on time for the reinstall, and the equipment move from the old room to the

new room was the easiest yet. With the final item of the room that was needed was the wood

wall board to mount the wall bucky. That was installed Wednesday evening and we mounted the

wall stand, bolted down the table, wall stand and the tube stand just about perfectly. Thursday

was finalized by 12noon with all the calibrations and verifications we were on the road.

This project was an absolute pleasure to work on. It was without any type of stress, drama, or

any form of conflict. We had a great working relationship with Greg and he was able to take our

time and glean from Greg many tips and tricks for the radiographic service and install. We are

actually looking forward to our next install and feel comfortable to be able to perform the install

on our own. (New Mexico Cancer center, remove of old room and install

new NHD/Summit Platinum FMT 40kW system. Estimated install the week of December 3rd

2012.

Lesson learned;

Importance of room prep plans

Pre site visit

Communications with all parties involved and confirming information/data is dissimulated to all

parties.

Aligning of Room equipment

Cleaning and setting of the HV cables in tube and Generator

Measurement calculations and tolerances for good calibration

Will have to be more exposed to generator programing in future

Filling out of 2579 and other paper work (will used one as template)



Allen and Steve on the way home

from the Farmington Installation

The Albuquerque Balloon Festival is visible from our office.
The ABQ Balloon Fiesta is the largest balloon festival in the WORLD.

For 10 days they go up (weather related of course). Activities at the

park all day long, and balloon glow's during the evening. An

additional 200,000 people come to Alb for this week. Honestly,

something everyone needs to see at least once. Right now, 550

balloons go up per day, Thursday is Special Shapes Day ( 2 Bee's

adjoined now with baby bee, Darth Vadar, Stage Coaches, Bottles of

Milk, etc.) and are a huge hit. All schools are off Th/F so that they can

go and participate. Great food out there, if you go in the am, you

need to get up at 4, and be on the road as they startup at 6:30 and the lines are MILES long to get into. It is

advised to take the many shuttles which go to and from 10 different sites every 10 minutes. Clearly the way to

go. Fantastic event, brings the single most $$ to the state of NM all year long, surpasses even the State Fair

event, also noted on National news too. Pre 9/11, 1 time only, we hit over 1000 balloons, but have never reached

that since. Balloon flying also has gotten extremely expensive. You can rent a balloon with experienced pilots

and go up too, big attraction during the day.

Written and reported by Ronaldo Jaseph, MIT Southern Division of MIT

Our service people never know just

what to expect on the way to a job!



9 Ways People Used Radium Before We Understood the Risks

Radium was discovered by Marie Curie and her husband Pierre in 1898. In 1903, the

Royal Academy of Sciences awarded Marie and Pierre Curie and Henri Becquerel the

Nobel Prize in Physics, making Marie the first woman to win the prize. Later, in 1911, she

would win her second Nobel for isolating radium, discovering another element

(polonium), and for her research into the new phenomenon of radioactivity, a word she

coined herself.

By 1910, radium was manufactured synthetically in the U.S. But before the effects of

radiation exposure were well understood, radium ended up in a lot of crazy places for its

purported magical healing properties and its glowinthedark novelty.

1. In Chocolate

Food products containing radium, like the Radium Schokolade

chocolate bar manufactured by Burk & Braun and Hippman

Blach bakery’s Radium Bread, made with radium water, were

popular overseas until they were discontinued in 1936.

2. In Water

Radium water crocks like the Revigator stored a gallon of water inside a radiumlaced

bucket; drinking the water would cure any number of ailments, from arthritis to impotence

to wrinkles.

3. In Toys and Nightlights

The Radiumscope, a toy sold as late as 1942, offered a glimpse of radium in action.

Noting radium’s famed luminescence, the ad also mentions that the radiumscope could

double as a “wonderful” nightlight, since it “glows with a weird light in a dark room.”

4. In Toothpaste

Toothpaste containing both radium and thorium was sold by a man named Dr. Alfred

Curie, who was not related to Marie or Pierre but didn’t miss an opportunity to capitalize

on their name.

5. In Cosmetics

Alfred Curie’s product line didn’t end with dental care, though. He also

manufactured the extremely popular ThoRadia brand of cosmetics,

which included powders and creams that promised to rejuvenate and

brighten the skin.

6. In Heating Pads and Suppositories

Early 20thcentury doctors also jumped onto the radioactive bandwagon with both feet,

producing suppositories, heating pads and radioactive coins (used to “charge” small

amounts of water), all intended to treat rheumatism, weakness, malaise and just about

any health complaint for which a fast and magical cure was needed.



7. In the Treatment of Impotence

Before the days of Viagra and Cialis, treatment for impotence took the form of radioactive

“bougies” – wax rods inserted into the urethra – and even athletic supporters containing a layer

of radiumimpregnated fabric. A popular alternate treatment called the Radioendocrinator was a

booklet that contained a number of cards coated in radium, which were worn inside the

undergarments at night. (The Radioendocrinator’s inventor died of bladder cancer in 1949.)

8. In Health Spas

Radon health spas took off in the 20s and 30s, where women and men alike could stop in for a

long relaxing soak in radium mud, rinse with radium water and leave soft and glowing, thanks to

a thorough application of radium cream. Radium mines and caves also doubled as “healing

rooms,” if patrons were willing to travel. At least one radon spa is still in operation in the United

States, as are a few in Japan in Europe.

9. In Clocks and Watches

Between 1917 and 1926, during the height of

radium’s heyday, the U.S. Radium Corporation

employed more than a hundred workers (mostly

women) to paint watch and clock faces with their

patented Undark luminous paint. As many as 70

women were hired to mix the Undark paint,

comprised of glue, water and radium powder.

Workers were taught to shape paintbrushes with

their mouths to maintain a fine point, and some

used the material to paint their nails and teeth.

While U.S. Radium’s labor force were all but

encouraged to ingest the dangerous mixture,

management and research scientists who were

aware of the danger carefully avoided any

exposure themselves.

Five Radium Girls sued U.S. Radium in a case that initiated labor safety standards and workers’

rights. There are no records of how many of U.S. Radium’s employees suffered from anemia,

inexplicable bone fractures, bleeding gums and eventually, necrosis of the jaw. Though many of

the factory’s workers became sick, cases of death by radiation sickness were initially attributed

to syphilis. (It’s believed that this was an attempt to smear the girls’ reputations, and that medical

investigators hired by U.S. Radium were paid to withhold their findings.)

The Radium Girls’ case was settled in 1928, putting a swift end to shaping paintbrushes with the

mouth and open containers of radium paint. Though radium was still used in clocks until the

1960s, new cases of acute radiation syndrome in dial painters came to a screeching halt, and

soon after, so did the popularity of radiumcontaining products and toys. The former U.S.

Radium manufacturing plant is now a Superfund site.



CHP Clinic

Nor Lea Regional Hospital

CU Wardenburg

Metro Community Provider Network

New Mexico Cancer Center

HealthOne Occupational Medicine

THE LAST WORD

Attitude is a small thing that makes a BIG difference.

 Charlie

That’s all for this edition of the Trim Tab. Please send any ideas/suggestions/etc. for the next

edition of this newsletter to jaarnaes@medicalimagingtech.com.


